First experience with laser guided percutaneous pedicle screw placement in the lumbar spine
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INTRODUCTION

Since many years surgeons are trying to optimize pedicle screw placement in spine surgeries to reduce severe complications. Intraoperative image guidance could improve the accuracy in pedicle screw placement (Tain 2011). However no significant reduction of complications could be seen (Verma 2010). With the implementation of robotic 3D flat-panel detectors in hybrid operating rooms a new form of navigation is now accessible. A 3D scan (Dyna-CT) of the target area is acquired. After image reconstruction a start- and endpoint can be planned. Afterwards the C-arm is able to automatically move into different position always visualizing the planned route. With the help of an integrated laser crosshair the endpoint and the angulation of the planned line can be seen. This enables the surgeon to align his tools and puncture with a needle or implant a wire. Until now this planning tool has only been used for needle procedures (Ritter 2013, Freundt 2013). The aim of our study was to find out, if Syngo iGuide® (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) is feasible for pedicle screw placement in an ex-vivo model.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

5 synthetic lumbar spine models embedded in a blinding, radiolucent material with surrounding foam were used for this study (SYNBONE AG, Malans, Switzerland). Two orthopaedic surgeons implanted 10 screws (L1-L5) on each model using the new laser guided fluoroscopic method. For this purpose a Dyna-CT of the lumbar spine models was acquired with the Artis zeego® (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) leading to a 3D reconstruction image. In these images a start- and endpoint was planned for each screw. Afterwards the C-arm was automatically positioned in the “Bulls-eye”-position. Thereby the C-arm shows the surgeon with an integrated laser crosshair the endpoint as well as the angulation of the planned screw. After insertion of a k-wire with this technique a cannulated screw was implanted over the guidance wire (USS MIS, DePuy Synthes Spine, Raynham, USA). A separate planning had to be performed for each screw. After implantation of 10 screws in a singular model another Dyna-CT was performed to check implant position.

RESULTS

Mean planning and implantation time was 5.73 minutes per screw. Mean fluoroscopy time was 0.2 minutes. In two cases, it was impossible to implant the screws in the fifth lumbar vertebra using the guiding system. In this cases the inclination of the C-arm was to strong, leading to a collision with the OR table or the model. In all other models, screw implantation with the new Syngo iGuide® device was rated succesfull. The system was especially helpful to place screws in the upper lumbar spine.

DISCUSSION

This is the first time pedicle screws were implanted using with this laser guided technique. The feasibility of this system could be shown. In 2000 Schwend et al showed a similar method using a laser crosshair with a 2D C-arm. A pedicle wall perforation rate of 1.6% was
seen using cadaver spines without the surrounding muscles (Schwend 2000). We believe that route planning in 3D reconstruction images will optimize screw position. The Artis zeego® is mostly used for vascular surgery (Tsagakis 2013). In many hospitals this system is already installed without the orthopaedic surgeon knowing about it. Yet it could be an essential help in placement of pedicle screws in challenging anatomic regions without the acquisition cost of a navigation system.
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